OUR RECENT

PRESS
THE POWER OF PARTNERSHIP,
PASSION AND PERSEVERANCE

As President Joe Biden vows to punish Russia with financial sanctions by seizing yachts, mansions and other assets,
members of the real estate community and lawmakers are skeptical about how successful he’ll be at getting access to
the money Russians have been pouring into real estate for decades. From Sunny Isles, Florida, to Cleveland and high
rises in Manhattan, post-Soviet oligarchs’ money has poured into big cities and the heartland in recent decades with
little recourse.
That’s because there is very little the government can do to find out who owns what real estate in the U.S., which has
become a “destination of choice” for money launderers throughout the world, said Louise Shelley, the director of the
transnational crime and corruption center at George Mason University, who has been an expert witness about how
Russian money is laundered through real estate.
At a minimum, from cases reported in the last five years, more than $2.3 billion has been laundered through U.S. real
estate, including millions more through other alternative assets, like art, jewelry and yachts, according to a report in
August by Global Financial Integrity, a nonprofit group that researches illicit money flows.
In 2020, Congress passed legislation to empower the Treasury Department to stop tax evaders, kleptocrats, terrorists
and other criminals from using anonymous shell companies to hide and launder assets, including those in real estate.
It requires companies to self-report to the Treasury Department certain basic information, including the assets’ true
owners. The information will be in a database for law enforcement, national security officials and financial institutions.
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“There’s not enough teeth into regulations in terms of making Realtors report,” Shelley said. “And there’s not been
enough emphasis on commercial real estate. It’s all about oligarchs’ buying real estate for themselves.”
While European countries have long had similar requirements, the latest legislation is a departure from the U.S.’s longstanding approach to private companies and disclosure requirements. Still, the Treasury Department’s Financial Crimes
Enforcement Network is working on the final regulations necessary to activate the network. But it addresses only part of
a much bigger problem. Experts say oligarchs can benefit from major disclosure loopholes in private equity and luxury
goods.
“There’s this misunderstanding that you can just go out and seize these mansions, seize these yachts. For so many of
them, it’s a complete black box,” said Casey Michel, the author of “American Kleptocracy: How the U.S. Created the
World’s Greatest Money Laundering Scheme in History.”
“The U.S. provided all the tools of anonymity the oligarchs needed,” he said, and there’s no immediate executive action
Biden can take to fix it.

Decades of investing
Russian money has been pouring into the U.S. since the dissolution of the Soviet Union. In 1999, Richard Palmer, who
was the CIA’s Moscow embassy station chief, warned in congressional testimony that Russian kleptocrats and KGB
officials had poured billions of dollars into private accounts across Europe and the U.S. in the dying days of the Soviet
Union.
Michel said that after the passage in 2001 of the Patriot Act, which required disclosure of major banking transactions,
much of the money was shifted into real estate property and luxury goods hidden through shell companies.
It has been a challenge for governments and academics trying to measure the scope of the wealth. By 2015, Gabriel
Zucman, the director of the Stone Center on Wealth and Income Inequality at the University of California, Berkeley,
estimated that 52 percent of Russia’s wealth was held outside the country. The Treasury Department maintains a “report
on oligarchs and parastatal entities of the Russian federation.” While the list of 96 oligarchs is public, there is also a
much longer classified version that includes a deep dive into the finances of the oligarchs and entities, including their
sources of income and exposure to the U.S. economy.

New York-bound
During the real estate boom in 2006 and 2007, Russians flocked to Manhattan to buy up properties. They bought
up floors at the Plaza Hotel and logged record sales at the Time Warner Center and 15 Central Park West. They also
eventually attracted the attention of law enforcement. In New York. Russian oligarch Oleg Deripaska, an ally of Russian
President Vladimir Putin whose name has been repeatedly raised in investigations involving Russia and former President
Donald Trump, was linked to a home in the Greenwich Village neighborhood of Manhattan, even though he had not
come to the U.S. in years, The Washington Post reported. (He was also connected to a home in Washington, D.C.,
through a Delaware-incorporated company. The FBI raided both properties in October.) Calls to Deripaska’s former
lobbying firm, which ended its contract with him last week, were not returned. On Telegram, Deripaska denounced the
war, saying: “The world is very important! Negotiations need to start as soon as possible.”

After buying in New York City, Jacky Teplitzky, the managing partner of the Teplitzky Dunayer Team with the real estate
brokerage Elliman, who sold dozens of apartments in Manhattan and Miami to Russian buyers in 2006 and 2007, said
Russian buyers then turned their attention to Florida.
A 2017 Reuters review found at least 63 people with Russian passports or addresses had bought at least $98.4 million
of property in seven Trump-branded luxury towers in southern Florida. It found that at least 703 of the owners of the
2,044 units in the seven Trump buildings, or about one-third, were limited liability companies, or LLCs, which can mask
the identities of properties’ true owners. Alan Garten, the chief legal officer of the Trump Organization, told Reuters at
the time that it was an “overblown story.” Over the years, such purchases, along with the broader investments Russians
have made, have proven more difficult to trace.
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More broadly, Teplitzky noted that most Russian buyers she has
worked with have turned the cash they originally brought from
Russia into what the government would characterize as legitimate
investments, even beyond real estate.
“These are very smart people who have an army of accountants
and advisers all over the world,” she said. “Many of them have
businesses in the United States. But now they are legit American
companies.”

Heartland purchases
America’s heartland is most likely awash in illicit Russian money,
said Michel, who documented one Ukrainian oligarch’s outsize
financial grip on Cleveland.

While the oligarch, Ihor Kolomoisky, was an early promoter of Ukraine’s current president, he eventually became a figure
in pushing Russia propaganda during the Trump administration. The State Department publicly designated Kolomoisky
and his immediate family members as being involved in corruption last year. Kolomoisky “became the biggest landlord
in downtown Cleveland,” according to an investigation by the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. “He’d go to steel plants and
factories in small-town Illinois, Kentucky and West Virginia, plant the money and then just allow the plants to rot,”
devastating the communities, said Michel, whose book focused on Kolomoisky. Kolomoisky’s former publicist declined
to refer NBC News to his current publicist and added that he was unable to provide contact information because
Kolomoisky would be “too busy” to respond.

It remains difficult to track any such information reliably because of how these wealthy Russian business executives
partner with other investors and use shell companies to purchase real estate. Jim Costello, the chief economist at
MSCI Real Estate, could cite six Russian-headquartered organizations and people with exposure of $1.2 billion in U.S.
commercial real estate, a small fraction of the $808 billion in real estate that was sold in the U.S. last year.

Skyline retrenchment
With Russia’s invasion of Crimea and the sanctions the Obama administration passed, the Russian buyers of residential
real estate largely disappeared. Victoria Shtainer, a Ukrainian-born real estate associate with Compass, who previously
sold 30 to 40 Manhattan apartments to Russian buyers for $3 million to $20 million from 2005 to 2014, noted that the
market dried up quickly. She said her clients found it was too difficult to get visas to visit the U.S. and that the high
purchase price of Manhattan apartments triggered too many red flags in the banking system when her clients tried to
transfer funds.
“It was like water that got shut off quickly. It hasn’t come back,” Shtainer said. “They don’t want to upset Putin. They
don’t want to red-flag themselves.”
Shtainer said that while some of her clients sold their apartments, other clients have kept them for their children.
“Some of them rented them out or have them being rented right now or have their children in them or they stand
empty,” Shtainer said. “The whole goal is to have their children educated in the United States.”
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Active distancing
As the Biden administration presses forward with sanctions, more Russian oligarchs and some of their former loved
ones have started to condemn Putin’s actions in Russia. Dasha Zhukova, the ex-wife of the Russian oligarch Roman
Abramovich, the owner of the English soccer club Chelsea, emphasized that her ex-husband was no longer affiliated
with the three townhomes the couple bought on Manhattan’s Upper East Side. Property records confirmed that the
properties were sold in 2018 for about $90 million.

“Roman Abramovich and I separated in 2016, and assets which were transferred are in accordance with the judgment
of divorce,” Zhukova said. “Since then I have moved on with my life and am happily remarried.”

Zhukova added through an Instagram post on the Garage Museum of Contemporary Art account that as “someone
born in Russia, I unequivocally condemn these acts of war, and I stand in solidarity with the Ukrainian people as well as
with the millions of Russians who feel the same way.”

Vladislav Doronin, the CEO of Aman Resorts, which is opening a hotel with "members only spaces" at the Crown Building
in midtown Manhattan this spring, also distanced himself from what is going on in Russia. On Saturday, protestors
gathered in front of the project demanding to know Doronin's position on the Ukraine, according to The Real Deal.
Charlotte Rutherford, a spokeswoman for Doronin, stressed that Doronin is not Russian and that he condemns Russia’s
actions. She also stressed that none of the buyers in Aman’s New York City project are Russian citizens.

“Mr. Doronin denounces the aggression of Russia on Ukraine and fervently wishes for peace,” she wrote. “Mr. Doronin
was born in the USSR, a union which no longer exists, which comprised both Russia and Ukraine. He left in 1986 before
its dissolution and has therefore never been a Russian national. As an international businessman with teams situated
across all corners of the globe, he has always embraced a culture of inclusion and peace.”
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Manhattan’s property market in post-lockdown rebound
Few expected New York to recover so quickly with prices rising for both sales and rentals

Apartment buildings in the East Village © Alexander Spatari/Moment/Getty Images

When Australian physician Weng Yee Chin and her husband came to buy a Manhattan apartment in 2019
before moving from Hong Kong, they were “traumatised” by the experience and rented instead. Armed
with pandemic savings, they started looking again at the start of the year. They may have been enthused by
the lower prices — but that didn’t make the process easy, exactly.
“I feel that there was a lot of value, compared to 2019,” says Chin. The couple made three different offers
at the start of 2021. But all of them failed.
“There were a lot of bargains to be had if you were lucky and if you moved on it at the right time and [were]
willing to compromise,” she says. But competition was hotting up. By the time they found the apartment
they bought on the Upper East Side, the market had clearly shifted, and they were forced to increase their
budget. In the end, the pair paid $3.7m for a three-bedroom condo on the 30th floor of a building on East
90th Street, with plenty of room for their two daughters and two dogs.
But Chin is “keeping a very close eye” on the market these days, she says, wondering: “how much did I overpay?”
For the past few months, the Manhattan property market has seen a rebound that few expected so
quickly given how deserted the island felt at the start of the pandemic. Property portal StreetEasy
reported 4,997 sales in the second quarter of 2021, the highest since its records started in 2010.
“Since April, I don’t think we’ve ever done this many transactions in such a tight period of time,” says Jeff
Adler, a broker with Douglas Elliman.
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Olivia Anne, who declined to give her surname, and her partner, decamped to upstate New York
for much of the pandemic, letting the lease on their one-bedroom apartment in Chelsea lapse
in February. When the couple looked to return to the city this year, they were hoping to find a
bargain. In the summer, they put their apartment search on hold until the rental market cools down.

“It was just under $4,000 [per month] that we were paying in the end. Now I think the one-bedroom in [our
old] building is over $5,000,” she says.
Douglas Elliman broker Marie Espinal says that some of her customers are renters opting to buy rather than
pay such high rents.
In the sales market, Wu says the current rebound is a clear contrast from what was happening pre-pandemic,
when prices were falling month after month since 2018. According to Douglas Elliman, the median property
price in Manhattan in the second quarter of 2021 was $1.13m, the highest level in eight quarters, and up 5
per cent on the first quarter.
Wu cites the city’s reopening, low mortgage rates, and a greater certainty about where people will be
working from as the “perfect storm” fuelling this new demand, particularly for those “who’ve been window
shopping for the past year during the pandemic”.
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Overall, home prices have skyrocketed across the country as Americans have scooped up homes in suburban
areas and smaller cities such as Austin and Phoenix. In May, property prices in the US were up nearly 17 per cent
on the year before, according to the S&P CoreLogic Case-Shiller index — the biggest jump in more than 30
years of data. Prices have risen more slowly in Manhattan, says Wu, because of a surplus of homes on the market.
Despite recent rises, the median price in Manhattan is still below the levels seen four years ago, says Garrett
Derderian, director of market intelligence at Serhant. In the second quarter of 2017, the median sales price
peaked at $1.2m, he adds.
Throughout the market, so-called “Covid discounts” are slowly disappearing. Chase Landow, a Serhant
broker, says a buyer purchased apartment 62B at 157 West 57th Street — otherwise known as “Billionaires’
Row” — for $16.5m in February 2021, below the apartment’s final asking price of $19.9m. A month later,
apartment 66B went into contract at $19m.
Since the beginning of June, 12 apartments at the building have sold, whereas the preceding 12 took six
months to sell, according to StreetEasy.

A view across the city to Midtown and the towers on ‘Billionaires’ Row’ © Jeenah Moon/Bloomberg

Deanna Kory, a broker with Corcoran Group, represented the owner of an apartment at 115 Central Park
West that was listed prior to the pandemic for $12.95m but failed to sell. It was relisted in April 2021 for
$10.95m and closed on August 4 for $13.11m after competition among potential buyers.
“I have never lost out on more bidding wars in my entire career as I have in the last six months,” Landow
says.
One area of Manhattan that remains depressed is Midtown East, says Serhant broker Donna Strugatz. The
neighbourhood, which is home to a lot of commercial buildings and luxury condos, could continue to lag
behind the rest of the island as more companies delay their return to office on account of the Covid-19
Delta variant.
Like buyers across the country, many New Yorkers are seeking more space, particularly for a home office.
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Douglas Elliman broker Jacqueline Teplitzky said her clients are even paying attention to kitchens, long
neglected by New Yorkers, as they pursue newfound passions for cooking.“Covid really told us this
apartment is not big enough, not when both [my husband and I] were working at home and my son was
working at home,” says Jennifer Tsao, who closed two weeks ago on a three-bedroom apartment on West
End Avenue for $2.65m — $100,000 less than its asking price. Tsao still felt pressure from the market though,
she says, moving quickly so no one else would swoop in and offer more.
“If this one hadn’t come up, I don’t know if we’d still be looking,” she says.
“I think the rebound we’ve been seeing since the beginning of the year is heavily correlated with vaccine
adoption,” says Jonathan Miller, chief executive of real estate appraisal company Miller Samuel.
While the third quarter could outpace the second, he adds, the proliferation of the Delta variant might
delay some buyers’ plans.
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740 Park Ave. Photographer: Stan Honda/AFP via Getty Images

Luxury homebuyers are on a shopping spree in Manhattan. And they’re largely avoiding co-ops.
Just 177 co-op apartments priced at $4 million or higher went into contract this year through June 16,
according to data from brokerage Olshan Realty. That compares with 615 condo deals in that category
during the same period.
Manhattan’s high-end real estate market is on a sales streak this year, as the elite see opportunities for
discounts amid a mountain of supply. While well-heeled buyers once sought the status that comes
with acceptance into the city’s most exclusive co-ops, they’re now favoring newly developed condo
buildings with better amenities, and no lifestyle restrictions or intrusive financial questioning.
It’s a preference that’s been building for years, along with a boom in luxury condo construction that’s
made more choices available. And that’s fast eroding the value of some of the most storied real estate
in town, brokers say. Not even pedigreed co-ops like 740 Park Ave. are immune. Former U.S. Treasury
Secretary Steven Mnuchin had to whittle at least 21% off the price of his apartment there to find a taker
last month.
“The buying pool is starting to value co-ops like used cars,” said Donna Olshan, president of the
brokerage that bears her name. “They’re not new, and in order to get in and out, you’ve got to deal with
a co-op board. If they’re spending millions of dollars, they want to be able to buy and sell freely, not
have that tied up by a shadow government.”
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Co-op buyers don’t purchase
their units outright but instead
acquire shares in a corporation
that owns the building. The
governing boards of those
corporations, responsible for
ensuring their properties are

“This is a key fair-housing
issue,” said state Senator Brian
Kavanagh of Manhattan, who
sponsored one of the coop bills in Albany. “In some
cases, people who experience
housing discrimination are not

according to her firm’s data on
listings at $4 million and above.
It took Mnuchin two and a half
years and several price cuts to
sell his duplex co-op apartment
at 740 Park Ave., one of the
Manhattan’s most mythic and
exclusive addresses. The fivebedroom unit was first listed
in September 2018 for $32.5
million, and found a buyer last
month after the asking price was
reduced to $25.75 million.
“I study the market,” Olshan said.
“And the market is certainly not
rewarding the co-ops.”

fiscally sound and pleasantly
livable, set rules on everything
from how much cash residents
need to have in the bank to
when they can renovate their
kitchens and how much their
dogs can weigh.
They also have wide latitude to
determine who may live there
-- and who may not. And when
boards reject buyers, they don’t
give a reason, a practice that’s
drawing extra attention at a time
of heightened sensitivity to all
notions of discrimination.
Efforts by state lawmakers to
compel co-op boards to make
their secret dealings more
transparent failed to advance
before the legislature adjourned
this month. But Westchester
County -- where as many as
15% of co-op buyers have been
rejected since the end of 2018
-- is poised to pass its own law
requiring boards to offer written
explanations for each turn-away,
said Richard Haggerty, chief
executive officer of the Hudson
Gateway Association of Realtors.

aware they are experiencing
housing discrimination until
they understand how others are
being treated.”
Absent any clear guidance
on how boards make their
decisions, buyers and their
agents are left to speculate.
“You’re dealing with this black
hole,” said Jacky Teplitzky, a
broker with Douglas Elliman
Real Estate who guides buyers
through the co-op approval
process. “You’re waiting, you
don’t know what’s happening,
you don’t know what they’re
looking at. They ask some
questions. And then based on
those questions, you’re in a
guessing game: ‘Oh, maybe
they’re concerned about this.’”
The result is diminished demand
and a hit to potential value,
Olshan said. The average price
of luxury co-ops that found
takers this year was $7.15 million,
compared with $8.37 million for
condos in a similar price range,
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March 31, 2020

A nearly empty 42nd Street in New York on March 25. Photographer: Angela Weiss/AFP via Getty Images

Closing day arrived for two Manhattan condos that brokers Jacky Teplitzky and Barak Dunayer had
listed for sale -- and that, in the age of coronavirus, was a problem.
The process, usually an easy glide toward the finish line, is fraught with human interaction as agents,
buyers and lawyers all walk through the unit for one final look before the paperwork gets signed. So in
an instant, the veteran brokers at Douglas Elliman Real Estate became amateur movie directors, with
Dunayer going alone into each apartment, summoning a group Zoom call and starting his show for a
live audience.
“I’m turning on the dishwasher, I’m turning on the stove,” he told them. “I plugged into all the outlets to
make sure they work. I turned on the water. I flushed the toilets.”
The global pandemic is forcing real estate brokers nationwide to adapt practices heavy on face-to-face
interactions to the distance of a screen. From online open houses to couriers hustling to gather as many
as 10 needed signatures, the changes are happening on the fly in an effort to keep deals churning while
everyone stays home.
“We always talk about thinking out of the box,” Teplitzky said. “But now you have to be thinking out, out,
out of the box.”
With many Americans under self-quarantine and non-essential businesses shut down, rental tenants
are signing leases without setting foot inside their apartments. Some homebuyers are going into escrow
based on virtual tours and delaying in-person inspections until they can close.
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STUCK AT HOME
Redfin Corp. reported a 500%
nationwide jump in agent-led
video tours in the week before
California banned most inperson home showings, on
March 20. While safety concerns
sparked the surge, demand will
persist even after the lockdown
lifts, according to Redfin Chief
Executive Officer Glenn Kelman.
“Already, before the crisis,
because inventory was so tight,
people were trying to make an
offer before they could see it
in person,” he said. “Now that
they’re stuck in their house, you
have to do it this way.”
With the worst virus hot spots
in urban centers, shoppers are
likely to cast a wider net for
properties, and online tours can
help winnow the field, Kelman
said.

An Australian buyer signed a
contract the second week of
March after a live FaceTime tour
of the sales office with an agent,
said Dan Tubb, the Douglas
Elliman Development Marketing
broker who’s managing deals at
the property. Now, with the office
closed, he’s guiding prospective
buyers through the recorded
tour from his New Jersey home.
Expensive apartments may
prove to be a hard sell in
Manhattan without in-person
showings. Just two contracts
at $4 million and above were
signed last week, data from
Olshan Realty Inc. show. That
was after the state’s non-

during the showing,” DesJarlais
said.
Putting
home-seekers
at
ease with the current reality
is a new skill. Adam Marcus,
who oversees leasing at RXR
Realty’s new Long Island rental
development, Harbor Landing
at Garvies Point, did several
FaceTime tours this month -and at the beginning of each, he
could see the client’s discomfort.
“Their expressions were like
‘Ugh, I really wish I were there in
person, this is kind of weird,’” he
said.
Without being able to read
body language, Marcus had

Even in New York City, the
center of the U.S. outbreak, sales
continue. Two condos went
into contract this month at 130
William St., under construction
in the Financial District, to
buyers who relied on virtual
showings and never visited the
sales office. Follow-up video
tours helped seal two more
deals. The apartments ranged
from $1.5 million to $3 million.
Online viewings may not
work to sell every property,
but at a project with relatively
approachable prices, they’re
enough to push buyers to
commit, according to Scott J.
Avram, senior vice president at
the developer, Lightstone.
“If they like what they see, and
they feel like they’re getting a
good deal, they say ‘I don’t need
to touch the cabinets,’” he said.
WALDORF DEAL
Video is also helping with
long-distance transactions. At
Manhattan’s Waldorf Astoria,
the historic hotel that’s being
converted into luxury condos,
brokers anticipating interest
overseas already had a series of
recorded tours on hand.

Harbor Landing at Garvies PointPhotographer: Evan Joseph/RXR Realty

essential
businesses
ordered to close.

were

RENTAL HOMES
Across the U.S., Invitation Homes
Inc., the largest owner of singlefamily rental houses, offers
virtual tours and floor plans in
each of its 16 markets. Where
permitted, clients can still do a
walk-through before renting,
spokeswoman Kristi DesJarlais
said, but it’s not the same as it
used to be.
“Our leasing agents will open the
home for viewing using socialdistancing
procedures
and
then they will remain in their car

to find another way to gauge
what was bugging them. At the
end of each tour, he asked: Tell
me every negative thought you
have about this place.
One client worried the kitchen
cabinets were too small for her
slow cooker, so he opened each
one to show their depth. Another
thought the yoga room was
cramped. He took her back and
walked through the dimensions.
The effort paid off: Of the four
virtual tours conducted at the
project two weeks ago, Marcus
said, three signed leases.
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A West Village loft with high ceilings was one of just two high-end homes to enter into contract last week.

For the fifth time in the last eight weeks, just two Manhattan homes asking $4 million or more entered
into contract last week, according to Olshan Realty’s weekly luxury roundup published Monday.
To put that in context, in the same week in 2019, there were 27 luxury contracts signed, totaling $291.21
million —or almost 18 times the $16.49 million total volume last week. “Talk about being in a rut,” said
Donna Olshan, president of Olshan Realty.
The priciest apartment to go into contract last week was a three-bedroom duplex on East 79th Street,
asking $11.995 million (only the fourth contract to top $10 million in the last eight pandemic weeks,
according to Ms. Olshan). The apartment was sold to a foreign buyer who never saw it in person, but
rather, made a decision off website photos, floor plans and renderings.
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The buyer “was referred by a group of friends who knew about the building,” said Pamela Johananoff,
who represented both the developer and the buyer. “He took a leap of faith. We had a very complete
fact sheet including floor plans and renderings. Every question was answered, and we gave him all the
specifications down to the millwork.”
The No. 2 contract signed last week was for a floor-through three-bedroom co-op on West 13th Street,
asking $4.495 million, reduced from $5.3 million when it was first listed two years ago.
The seller was represented by Barak Dunayer and Jacky Teplitzky of Douglas Elliman. The buyer was
represented by Scott Hamm of Compass. The buyer had been looking for a year, and saw the unit in
February, according to Ms. Olshan. By late March, he started negotiating. It took about a month for the
contract to be signed; one hurdle was getting an electronic copy of the co-op board minutes—provided
only after the buyer and his attorney agreed to sign a non-disclosure agreement.
Typically, co-op board minutes are read at the managing agent’s office, but with offices closed, managing
agents and boards have been struggling with ways to adapt. Mr. Dunayer said the deal was all cash.
The relatively strong showing seen the week prior to last week—with six contracts signed—may have
been less of a trend and more of a blip afterall.
In a separate report out Monday, UrbanDigs found that the number of broken contracts in Manhattan
increased slightly in March and April but has dropped so far in May. UrbanDigs defined broken contracts
by looking at existing “in contract” deals that are now “active” or “off market.”
Typically, the total number of contracts broken in March and April hovered between 1.6% and 1.99% of
total contracts signed. But data shows the percentage of broken contracts in March and April 2020 went
slightly above 2%, but then dropped in May (as of May 12) to just 0.6%. That low percentage, though,
could be a result of the fact that so few new homes are entering into contract in May, according to Noah
Rosenblatt, founder of UrbanDigs.
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Kerry J. Byrne

Even in a pandemic, some folks want to make a brand-new start of it in New York, New York.
Despite the ongoing coronavirus-related shutdowns that led to a sharp decline in new apartment leases
— 2,190 last month, down from 5,796 in May 2019, in Manhattan alone, according to Douglas Elliman — the
city continues to lure those who want to call it home. Whether it’s a new job or an irresistible deal on an
apartment, there are still reasons to give the embattled city a fighting chance.
But new New Yorkers have arrived in a changed city. A number of locals left town temporarily for less-dense
destinations at the outset of the outbreak, while others have considered making their departures permanent.
Some of the newcomers purchased apartments during the pandemic’s peak, while others continue to arrive
during the protests.
“This Boston boy is betting on the Big Apple,” says 50-year-old Quincy, Massachusetts, native Kerry J.
Byrne. The former journalist, who now heads up the p.r. firm KJB Trending Hospitality, moved into his Hell’s
Kitchen two-bedroom on June 1. That was the first night of curfew following protest-related violence and
looting (some of which happened close to his rented apartment), but he wants to “be a part of” Manhattan’s
hopefully roaring return to normalcy, and has had no concerns over the coronavirus or the social unrest.
“I want my energy to help the energy of the city,” he says.
What helps is that New York has always been on Byrne’s mind. Growing up, he kept a National Geographic
map of Manhattan next to his bed. And he fondly remembers that at 19, right after having his appendix
removed, he and some friends drove to New York on a whim for a whirlwind 16 hours on the town — walking
from Wall Street to the Upper West Side.
“It’s a very special place,” he says, adding that he’s visited Coney Island since arriving, and found an Irish pub
near his apartment, where he has been getting takeout drinks and food and making new friends.
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“I’m not here to stay in,” he says. “I’m here to see the city.”
Meanwhile, a rental-market downturn means some people are only just now getting the opportunity
to call the city home.
“It’s people who are opportunistic,” says Triplemint broker Heather Cella, who’s relocated several clients
to New York from out of town in recent months. “They’ve wanted to move here for a while,” she adds,
but market conditions were too competitive. “They don’t want to be renting or buying in a bidding-war
environment, but now is the time to optimize getting a good deal — that’s driving folks to pull the trigger
right now.”
That was the case for Byrne, who was initially looking for a studio but scored a much-bigger space in
his price range. “I would not have gotten the deal in February,” he says.
Another new-to-New York couple always wanted to live in the city. Ishani Bhoola and Cyrus Dadachanji,
both 53, arrived in New York this month from London after Dadachanji, who works in commodity trading,
got a job transfer.
Even with the state of the city right now, the couple says, this move seemed like a manageable challenge
compared to others they’ve made. Previously, they uprooted themselves from England and replanted
in Chicago while Bhoola, a professional violinist and music manager, was pregnant with one of their two
daughters. Then they headed to Los Angeles with the kids in tow. After 13 years in the US, they returned
to England in 2010 where the kids, now grown, still live.
Now that it’s just the two of them as empty
nesters, a two-bedroom apartment in the city
suits their needs. “Here, it’s me and my husband
— there’s only one other person who can annoy
you,” Bhoola jokes.
The two targeted their house hunt on the Upper
West Side and found a two-bedroom, twobathroom rental listed with Barak Dunayer and
Jacky Teplitzky of Douglas Elliman. However,
they can’t move in until July and are staying in
temporary housing in the interim.
“I wish there were concerts and theater to go to
— that’s what’s so good about New York,” says
Bhoola. Outside of performances, she also hopes
to head to the Metropolitan Museum of Art, which
will reportedly reopen in August.
This week, she’ll begin volunteering — prepping
and packing food for New Yorkers in need — with
New York Cares, which she found via a Facebook
group for British expats in New York.
“Wherever you go, you’ve got to make the best of
it,” she says, “Life’s too short.”
For other arrivals, it’s a desire for exposure to new
cultures that’s drawing them to NYC.

Ishani Bhoola and Cyrus Dadachanji

Grenada native Kathleen Bubb, 40, moves to
the Upper East Side this weekend after five years in Houston, Texas. Working with Corcoran agent
Hiro Matsui, she, her husband and their 4-year-old daughter Kayleigh found an apartment in the
neighborhood, which they had never before visited.
While a new teaching job is what ultimately drew Bubb to Manhattan, the prospect of raising Kayleigh
in a diverse environment added to the allure.
“I want her to be exposed to that city life where she has to toughen up and get used to different people,”
she says. “You need to get out of your circle and get into different cultures.”

Even though the city’s buzz is slightly muffled right now, Bubb relishes the idea of taking walks
through Central Park, heading to Broadway shows once theaters reopen and trekking to the
Rockaways for beach days.
“Why not be in a place where everything you can dream of experiencing is at your fingertips?”
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May 18, 2020

27 East 79th Street and 43 West 13th Street (Credit: 27E79, Google Maps)

After a brief glimmer of activity, luxury deals have fallen again in Manhattan.
There were just two contracts signed last week for properties above $4 million, according to the latest
luxury report from Olshan Realty. That comes on the back of a week in which six contracts were signed
— the highest total since the shutdown took effect.
In an unpredictable climate, Donna Olshan, author of the report, said the fallout from the pandemic was
still coming into focus.
“I am hearing people are busy with a lot of calls and inquiries,” she said. “But there are a lot of contracts
that have been out for a long time, and they just haven’t been signed.”
She described the latest contracts as “lonely lotto winners.”
The priciest signing last week was a 3,000-square-foot duplex at 27 East 79th Street, asking $11.9
million. The buyer was not from the U.S. and had never seen the building in person, but had reviewed
photos, renderings and floor plans online.
“The buyer knew what he wanted,” said Broker Pamela Johananoff of Corcoran. “He was referred to by a
group of friends who knew about the building. He took a leap of faith.”
The second priciest deal was for a three-bedroom unit at a co-op building at 43 West 13th Street, which
went into contract asking $4.5 million — down from $5.3 million.
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Scott Hamm of Compass, who represented the buyer, told Olshan they had attended an open home in
February and started negotiations in March.
The process was complicated by the pandemic, which has put particular strain on co-op deals that
traditionally require in-person contact.
Douglas Elliman broker Barak Dunayer, who had the listing with Jacky Teplitzky, told Olshan the buyer
was “a savvy real estate person who wanted to live in the area.”
Developers across the city have been hit hard by the pandemic, which slowed sales in an already weak
market and triggered a wave of renegotiations on existing contracts.
In response to the shutdown, Extell Development recently announced it would cut prices by up to 20
percent on all remaining units at its One Manhattan Square condo, citing “global conditions related to
Covid-19.”
The lending environment has also taken a turn.
Art Hooper, president of Ceruzzi Properties, told The Real Deal last week that a pre-pandemic financing
deal his firm was near to closing with Slate Property Group fell through because of the shutdown. The
developer is now considering its options.
“People are coming to us all the time now, and we’re certainly willing to listen to everybody,” Hooper
said. “We’re not committed to anything.”

43 West 13th Street, Apartment 4 - Photo Douglas Elliman
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Market Madness: ‘Schizophrenic’ sales
sector sending agents into a tizzy
By Sabina Mollot

A “State of the City” real estate panel was hosted by Reuveni Real Estate featuring (L-R) Nancy Packes, president of Nancy Packes
Inc.; Jacky Teplitzky, broker, Douglas Elliman; Donna Olshan, president of Olshan Realty; Frederick Peters, CEO of Warburg Realty;
Bess Friedman, CEO of Brown Harris Stevens; Kyle Blackmon, broker at Compass; Shlomi Reuveni, CEO of Reuveni Real Estate
(moderator); and Eric Benaim, CEO of Modern Spaces

In the midst of a market in which brokers are facing declining interest from foreign investors, sales are
being snarled by new taxes and home buyers can now shop on Amazon, the takeaway from a recent panel
with leaders in real estate is that the market is “schizophrenic.”
Residential brokerage CEOs and veteran brokers spoke about how the industry fluctuates “without rhyme
or reason,” as Jacky Teplitzky of Douglas Elliman put it at the “State of the City” panel. The event, which was
moderated by Shlomi Reuveni, CEO and president of Reuveni Real Estate, took place at the new Charlie
West development on West 43rd Street.
Participants, speaking to a crowd of roughly 100 real estate professionals, were Frederick Peters, CEO of
Warburg Realty; Bess Freedman, CEO of Brown Harris Stevens; Eric Benaim, CEO of Modern Spaces; Donna
Olshan, president of Olshan Realty; Nancy Packes, president of Nancy Packes Inc., Kyle Blackmon, licensed
associate real estate broker at Compass; and Jacky Teplitzky, a veteran real estate broker with Douglas
Elliman.
The aforementioned panelists expressed mixed views when airing out their feelings on how the first half of
2019 has gone.
The first to respond was Peters, who reported, “The first quarter sucked.” The second quarter was better,
he said, thanks to a spike of buyers racing to buy in June in order to avoid the mansion tax that was
implemented in July.
Olshan also saw triple the amount of sales in June as she’d normally see in that month, adding she thought
this obvious avoidance of the mansion tax created a false positive in the market. At this time she believes
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homes must be priced to move
and that means offering a nine
percent discount before it even
hits the market.

Blackmon agreed, saying the
market is oversaturated with
developments where “sellers
need to get real about value.”

years ago when I came into this
business that the place to go for
cheap living would be the Upper
East Side.”

“You have to come down nine
percent and then negotiate from
there,” Olshan advised.

Teplitzky, when speaking about
the mercurial nature of the
market, said the most important
thing is to determine just what
fair market value is and knowing
when to make a price cut — or
even several.

Freedman and Teplitzky said
they’d observed the same thing,
with people who grew up in that
neighborhood not wanting to
remain there.

Benaim, who focuses on Long
Island City properties, reported
his market was a healthy one,
ironically having been put on the
map by Amazon’s aborted plan to
build its headquarters there.
“Since they left we’ve still been
busy,” he said, although he noted
landlords couldn’t price units
as high as they’d hoped when it
was expected that many of the
e-commerce giant’s employees
would be moving to the area.
“We’re in a bit of a bubble, but
we’re still seeing more first and
second time home buyers” with
sales averaging $1.2-1.3 million,
he said.
Meanwhile, Packes predicted that
over the rest of the year, rents
would continue to climb as they
have been doing as long as the
employment rate does the same.
This is because a “glut of product”
built a few years ago when
developers feared the 421-a tax
program was coming to an end, is
close to being filled.
“Concessions will continue to
come down and prices will
continue to go up, because of
the lack of supply,” she said. The
lowered supply would also be
due to a lack of owners interested
in renovating old stock since the
new rent laws went into effect in
June limiting how much owners
can raise rents. However, this will
also lead to less turnover due to
fewer incentives for renters to
vacate, with means less inventory
for brokers to work with.
Olshan said she was less
optimistic about the rest of the
year based on her view that
there is still too much overpriced
stock. “Too often developers are
in another world,” she said. “They
are looking into projections that
are not achievable.”

“If everybody will get the
message about what you are
going to price the product —
discount it before you put it
into new inventory or shadow
inventory or off the market
inventory,” she said. “There’s more
off the market than on the market
inventory because no one wants
to show that the thing is on the
market for a long time.”
When asked by Reuveni if buyers
were flocking towards re-sales
or new development, Peters
mentioned how the townhouse
market is especially slow.
Olshan suspects a reason for this
is that buyers no longer want to
invest in renovations, as the costs
of doing so could potentially add
25 percent to the cost of a home.
“Townhouse renovations are
really hard. It can be a multi-year
renovation and people run out of
gas,” she said.
Freedman, meanwhile, said
townhouses still have appeal at
the right price. “If you price it low
it’s going to sell,” she said.
But Peters said price wasn’t the
only factor.
“Clearly you’re not going to sell
it if it’s not priced right, but there
is less of an appetite for houses
than at any point in my career,” he
said. Peters attributed this to the
quality of new co-op and condos
with amenities that are making
buyers feeling they’re getting the
best deal for their money. “If you
can tolerate the B.S. in selling coops, which increasingly people
are not willing to do, that is the
place to go for value,” Peters said.

“Now people are going there to
find value,” Freedman said, “It’s
the state of the schizophrenic
buyers.”
Teplitzky added, “There’s so
much inventory on Park and
Fifth, so many price reductions.
It used to be that you had to beg
for an appointment (to see an
apartment). Now they beg you
to come for an appointment. The
demographics have completely
changed.”
At one point, Reuveni brought up
situations where developers don’t
have the luxury of lowering prices
because they may have already
been set by their capital partners.
He added that he’s been in the
business since 1986, “and I’ve
never seen a market like this.” He
added, “I’ve seen the worst of it.
In 2009, people were committing
suicide because they lost
everything they had, but this is
as surreal as it gets.” His feelings
were based on the stock market,
which is doing well, while at the
same time people are hesitant to
buy.
Teplitzky said she believes this is
because buyers know they have
many options — “they read the
papers.” This means, she added,
“They take their sweet time but
they are buying.”
“No one has a crystal ball,”
Blackmon commented, but said
he believes oversupply is the
current obstacle and with more
choices and prices not reflecting
this, “People won’t feel like they’re
getting value. If they don’t feel
like they’re getting value, they’re
going to be patient and wait.
This is an incredible time to be a
buyer.”

He added, “I never imagined 40
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The impact of technology on the
business was also discussed, in
particular the fact that consumers
now have easy access to listings
online, information that was once
held solely by brokerages.

for a long time you hang on to
dysfunctional aspects of your
culture.” She added that with
agents being independent
contractors, it’s up to each one to
evolve to meet customers’ needs.

“Just knowing the market isn’t
enough,” said Peters. “Buyers
and sellers can go online and
see every listing and that has
obligated us to go from being
gate keeper to information to
being providers of expert advice.”
Peters added that he prefers to
be the latter.

“If you want to operate in this
environment, it’s up to you to get
as skilled as possible and many
brokers just have a hard time with
email,” she said. “Brokers have
to make sure they’re efficient,
but some agents don’t know
how to go on the Department of
Buildings website to see if there
are permits.”

Freedman said she thought that
technology has empowered
brokers to maintain relationships,
which she said, “is the most
important thing we do and that is
something that has not changed
and will never change.”
Peters agreed, saying
relationships, along with having
the voice of experience, and
being able to use technology
to further relationships, is what
will keep brokers from getting
replaced by technology.
Teplitzky was less confident
about this though.
“I wish I was as positive as Beth
and Frederick, but reality tells
us differently,” she said. “It used
to be a business of relationships
and loyalty. They’d come back to
you in five years but we now have
buyers and sellers who think they
know much more than us and do
not see the value in our positions.”
She added that with other
changes in the industry, including
the fact that agents are now
buying leads, brokerages must
accept the shifts in consumer
attitudes.
“If firms don’t get the message,
they’re going to stay behind,” said
Teplitzky. “It’s no longer about
a brand. Sellers want value and
we are not supplying that fast
enough.”
Olshan said she’s also noticed
traditional firms being loath
to change. “Unfortunately,
because you were successful
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Olshan also had some concerns
about the impact of tech on
the industry, giving an example
of TurnKey, Amazon’s new real
estate venture with Realogy.
“That is letting the fox in the
henhouse,” she said.
Amazon’s renewed interest in
New York was also brought up
with Olshan saying – without
revealing who told her — that the
company would indeed return
to Long Island City, Queens and
to other boroughs. She added
it’s not for the real estate, but
to tap into the city’s tech talent
pool. “They may not be getting
tax breaks but they have to come
to New York City. Silicon Valley
has aged out. New York City is
transforming. We’re becoming a
tech town.”
Amazon has been rumored
in recent weeks to be looking
around for office space in
Brooklyn’s Industry City, in
Manhattan and Long Island
City. LIC, Reuveni pointed out,
is now the fasting growing
neighborhood in the country.
The event concluded with
panelists suggesting that real
estate professionals get involved
politically if they want to help the
industry.
“I think everyone should get more
involved, especially in primaries,”
said Benaim. “A lot of New Yorkers
are Libertarians or Independents,
so they can’t vote in the primaries.
If you’re a Republican, register

as a Democrat because you
can vote in the primary, which is
extremely important.”
Peters mentioned how hundreds
of agents flexed their political
muscle earlier this summer
at a City Hall protest against
legislation aimed at capping the
amount of commission a rental
broker can collect from a tenant
at one month’s rent if the broker
was hired by the landlord. The
agent could still charge more
than that but the landlord would
be responsible for paying the
rest. The City Council chamber,
Peters recalled, was packed with
industry professionals who were
against the bill. “Exactly where it
will end up isn’t clear,” said Peters,
“but these mobilizations are only
as successful as the people who
respond.” Halstead Real Estate’s
Barak Dunayer is taking his team
to Douglas Elliman.
Dunayer is partnering with the
Jacky Teplitzky team at Elliman,
the brokerage said in a statement.
He’s joining along with his wife,
Yael Dunayer, and team member,
John Machamer.
Last year, the Teplitzky team’s
deals included a $26.5 million
sale at Vornado Realty Trust’s 220
Central Park South and a $12.9
million duplex at 252 East 57th
Street. The team claims to have
sold more than $1 billion worth of
real estate in New York and Miami.
Dunayer said he’s known Teplitzky
for 20 years and teaming up will
allow them to become more
competitive — including offering
better service and referral
partners.
Barak Dunayer started his real
estate career in 1999, going on to
start his own agency, Barak Realty.
The firm grew in size, even during
the depths of the downturn — with
43 agents in late 2009. But as the
climate grew more challenging,
Dunayer and a number of his
agents joined Halstead in 2012.

Halstead’s Barak Dunayer jumps to Jacky
Teplitzky’s team at Elliman

Halstead Real Estate’s
Barak Dunayer is
taking his team to
Douglas Elliman.
Dunayer is partnering
with the Jacky
Teplitzky team at
Elliman, the brokerage
said in a statement.
He’s joining along with
his wife, Yael Dunayer,
and team member,
John Machamer.
Barak Dunayer & Jacky Teplitzky | Photo Credit: Brian Marcus

Last year, the Teplitzky
team’s deals included a $26.5 million sale at Vornado Realty Trust’s 220 Central Park
South and a $12.9 million duplex at 252 East 57th Street. The team claims to have sold
more than $1 billion worth of real estate in New York and Miami.
Dunayer said he’s known Teplitzky for 20 years and teaming up will allow them to
become more competitive — including offering better service and referral partners.
Barak Dunayer started his real estate career in 1999, going on to start his own agency,
Barak Realty. The firm grew in size, even during the depths of the downturn — with 43
agents in late 2009. But as the climate grew more challenging, Dunayer and a number
of his agents joined Halstead in 2012.
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A day in the life of billion dollar broker
Jacky Teplitzky
By Sabina Mollot

On a warm mid-summer day, not
far from the southern border of
Central Park, one of the senior
members of Jacky Teplitzky’s
team is prepping an open house
at a nearly 3,000 s/f co-op.
Before the first arrivals begin
to filter in, William Martin gives
Brokers Weekly a tour of the
home.

potential buyers is far from going
above and beyond the call of
duty, Teplitzky’s involvement
in the minutia could seem a bit
unorthodox given that she heads
up a team that’s already sold
more than $1 billion of property
both here and in South Florida.
It’s because of this team’s
success that Brokers Weekly

“Every single
company that
interviewed me
asked me one
question. ‘Who
do you know?’”

Though spacious for a Manhattan
apartment and in good condition,
the unit is a tad outdated and
would likely require a remodel by
whoever chose to buy it.
It’s not a selling point, but my tour
guide doubts it will slow down
demand. Not on Jacky’s watch.
He checks up on the gourmet
ice cream bar that he’s arranged
on the dining room table. It’s
seemingly a minor, arguably
irrelevant detail. In a property with
an asking price of just under $3
millin, how much leverage does
mint-chocolate chip really give a
sales team?

“What can you do
in order to bring
more people to
the table?”
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Spoiler alert: Teplitzky knew no
one.

has dropped by what would
otherwise be a routine open
house. We want to know what
makes Teplitzky tick and what a
typical day in her world is like.

detail was her decision.

A former sergeant in the Israeli
army, she is among the top one
percent of New York City’s nearly
30,000 licensed real estate
brokers and is within the top one
percentile of Douglas Elliman’s
3,300-agent network, according
to the firm’s website.

While creating a warm and
attractive environment for

“When I started in real estate,
I had four jobs. I worked in

Teplitzky says almost
immediately after entering the
home and glancing towards the
table of treats.

real estate. I was a consultant
for tourism companies. I sold
prepaid phone cards and I did
consulting for a company that
wanted to come to the US,”
Teplitzky told Brokers Weekly,
mentioning that she needed
more than an ordinary calendar,
but a spreadsheet to manage her
responsibilities.

A new arrival to the country,
Tepliztky thought a past life of
military training and corporate
experience alone could allow
her to succeed in New York real
estate sales. She realizes now
how wrong she was.
“At that time, you had to be
married to a lawyer, a Wall
Streeter, a doctor,” continued
Teplitzky, who also hadn’t
been educated in the U.S. and
therefore had no alumni-based
leads to help get a foothold in the
real estate scene.
Eventually, a smaller company
that no longer exits gave
Teplitzky an opportunity after the
big names turned her down.

In a year’s time, she had sold
enough studios and one
bedrooms to generate attention
from Barbara Corcoran, founder
of the New York behmoth.
A business plan written on
a cocktail napkin (written by
Corcoran herself) and the
suggestion of hiring a publicist
later, Teplitzky began to climb
upwards from smaller listings
and, before long, was dealing
top-tier properties.
“You can be the smartest kid on
the block,” Corcoran told her.
“But if nobody knows your name,
you’re not going to succeed.”
So Jacky brought a strengthened
entrepreneurial spirit to her new
home. When the business was
sold, she became open to new
opportunities and soon found
one with Douglas Elliman.
“I did not want to jump ship
unless I had absolute assurance
that I could do business within
the business,” she said. The
assurance came. Now Teplitzky
runs an outfit of Douglas Elliman
that appears to be it’s very own
brokerage.
“There are things you’re not
going to like about my decisions,”
Teplitzky said while describing
what it’s like managing a group of
the industry’s strongest talents.
“But I am the decision maker.
So when I say something, no
argument. That’s it. You can’t
argue. I am their sergeant.” She
adds the last part with a firm but
gentle laugh.
But if she’s going to manage her
fleet of residential specialists, she
has to manage herself.
So her typical day starts with a
focus on Jacky, and only Jacky.
At least four days a week,
Teplitzky starts her day with a
morning workout. This is the time
that she dedicates to enhancing
herself, not her business.
“That’s the only place I don’t take
my cell phone,” she says. “It’s the
only place I don’t want to think.”

By 9 a.m. she’s having her coffee
and organizing last minute details
for the specific day in front of her.
Though it may seem like
downtime, this piece of her
schedule is crucial, because no
two days ever match.
“I have a client here from Brazil,”
she says referencing the meeting
she had that morning. This
particular potential buyer began
his New York City home search
two days earlier and sadly was
uninspired.
Jacky pivoted and found a
new crop of listings almost
immediately.
“I said to him, ‘Let’s go to your
apartment. Let’s regroup.’”
Tepliztky then proceeded to call
an audible on her schedule and
retreated to the client’s current
lodgings. There, she personally
worked through a plan with him
in order to more properly pinpoint
his ideal home.
On the car ride between the
Brazilian shopper’s second round
and the current open house,
Teplitzky squeezed in extra prep
for an Argentinian client who
would be meeting with her ilater
that afternoon.

“Forty percent of our clients are
international so they don’t tell you
necessarily ‘Oh, I’m coming,” said
Teplitzky, who added they can
often call at a moment’s notice
after touching down in the States.
“I think the problem with any
human being is the routine. When
you get into a routine, you are
so concentrated in your own
business, you don’t see what’s
happening around you. It’s day in
and day out.”
So Teplitzky opts to be flexible.
She makes it a point to stop
into the physical office almost
every morning, but in reality the
office is just walls. She’s a mobile
brokerage.
“I don’t think it’s normal. I don’t
want it to become normal
because that means I’ve become
bored if it becomes normal,”
Teplitzky said about the fluidity
of her schedule before joining
Martin in giving a potential buyer
a tour of the co-op.
If the day Brokers Weekly chose
to snapshot is any indication,
Teplitzky won’t be bored in the
near future.

Despite the multiple meetings,
the day Tepliztky sat down with
Brokers Weekly was rather low
key. She wasn’t needed in Miami,
where a portion of her team
represents Douglas Elliman.
She wasn’t expected in a
classroom to fulfill her role as an
adjunct professor at NYU (though
she said to expect an online
course authored by her in the
near future for the school). There
were no speaking engagements
that needed an hour or two
of her time and her children
were occupied with their own
constructive pursuits.
But the relative predictability
could vanish at any time. Which
Teplitzky relishes.
“Things can change like this,” she
says while snapping her fingers.
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CHINA’S LOVE FOR U.S. REAL ESTATE
Monday, 6 Jun 2016 | 4:42 PM ET
It’s not just Chinese buyers that are pouring billions in the U.S. real estate.
Chinese companies like Oceanwide are betting big on building in America.

Malissa Lee, Jacky Teplitzky

Melissa Lee: Let’s chat more about this with Jacky Teplitzky with Douglass Elliman. She
sold more than 1 billion dollars in NY and Miami real estate-many of them to Chinese
clients. Jackie, it’s great to have you with us. There’s all this talk in the market about a
potential slowdown in China. Are you seeing any evidence in terms of a slowdown in
interest on the part of Chinese buyers here?
Jacky Teplitzky: Ah, no not at the moment. What I’m seeing is maybe a little bit of a
shift. We are not seeing so much the Chinese buyers that were looking into the trophy
properties like we did several years ago when the great wealth was initially created.
That’s why I do agree with what was said right now that the golden age may be in the
past but now we are in the silver age. So what we are seeing now is people coming in
and investing between 1 and 5 billion dollars in properties here in the city in Manhattan
but also actually in the north shore of Long Island
ML: Ah, where the school systems are very good
JT: Exactly
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Penthouse Duplex, 135 West 52nd Street

ML: You’re the exclusive broker for 135 W52nd. It’s a luxury condominium building where
70 to 80 percent of clients are in fact Chinese. How do you advertise? Do you go directly to
China to advertise or is it through ads here in the United States that target Chinese buyers
who are visiting?
JT: Well, at 135 W52nd Street I’m part of a large team and within our team we also have a
Chinese descent salesperson. So the whole idea is that you do all of the above. You market
here locally because you have a lot of Chinese buyers already here and also you go directly
to the source in China and you also try to select different publications that they read. But it
also goes word to mouth. You know if you are very happy with a building, and in this building
you have a 75-foot pool, you have a golf simulator.
ML: And they meaning the Chinese, they like new, they like not lived in, they like amenities,
they like the luxury.
JT: Exactly, and what they do is they like also not to have a cookie cutter apartment. At 135 W
52nd, each apartment is very unique.
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